Themarox Around the World:
In Russia, Themarox is being used to absorb Strontium and Cesium from the radiation
poisoning from Chernobyl. The results so far are outstanding.
The Russian medical establishment is in the midst of laboratory testing Themarox to fight
cancer. Themarox is found to break down Nerves toxins that cancer cells produce.
They have also discovered that Themarox stops propagation of cancerous cells. They are
attributing the titanium contained in the Themarox for this function. The results so far
are excellent and when totally proven, the Russians will notify WHO (World Health
Organization) of its effectiveness against cancer (possibly soon).
Themarox is being used effectively with Hepatitis C patients. They are bathing as well as
drinking the mineralized water to great effect.
In America: Orange County, CA, did a test in 1984, which was a success and decided to
use Themarox for their wastewater treatment system. However, the tonnage required for
this (400 to 500 tons per month) was much greater than the production capacity of 200
tons a month; therefore the order was not supplied.
In Korea: Under testing in the raising of rice, barley, wheat and other grains. They
learned that the husk of the plants were stronger when Themarox was used and the result
was dramatically seen when a typhoon hit the land. The Themarox husks did not bend
down and break (resiliency to resist strong wind). An increase of harvest was observed.
Plants grew quite strongly even in cold summer. (They usually require a hot summer for
their maturity.)
In Mexico: Themarox was being used in the disposed water clarification. These results
were outstanding and because of production limitation at the time, a sustaining order was
not ordered.
The magic for Jacuzzi, pool and hot tub water is 100 ppm water, which translates to
10,000 parts water to 1 one-part Themarox.
In Japan: There are many health spas, which use Themarox in their own spas and pools.
Themarox is easily used and incredibly effective. Many fish farms use Themarox with
their aquaculture. The results are quite astounding (7 pH becomes stable at 6. to 6.7.
-

Large rate of dissolved oxygen and the average rate of microorganism content
about 1.5 x 1000.
Chromatic degree of water is around 1.4 & 1.8.
It is possible to see the bottom through the water, whereas conventional
transparency is about 10 cm (3).
Calcium ion amount, which is usually about 2600 ppm, becomes within 550 to
580 ppm.

-

Density of stocked eels is 30% higher than in conventional cases and yet no water
changing is required for 4 to 6 months, resulting in water, fuel, electricity and
labor cost saving.
No diseases have occurred, without using any medicine such as antibiotics.
Nearly 100% survival rate has been recorded.
Uniform in color, meat quality, weight and is valued as high as the natural eels.

